Player's Contract
The Land of Digital Dragon
A Digital Dragon Sponsored and Maintained Minecraft Server
Server Address: mc.digitaldragon.co
The Land of Digital Dragon is a whitelisted, builder-segmented server operated out of and
located at Digital Dragon in Santa Monica, California. It is exclusive to Digital Dragon students and
requires face-to-face communication with the administrators (any Digital Dragon teacher) in order to
be accessed. This document provides proof that the student understands the nature of the online space
and that breaking any of the following rules will result in penalties. All rules are subject to the opinion
of the administrators. It will be accessible 24/7 unless you are notified otherwise.
Rules
Cyber-bullying
-No cyber-bullying will be tolerated.
-Any builds that are inappropriate in nature, are designed with the intention to harass another student,
use graphic images or disrupt another students online workspace (remember the world is infinite so
there is a lot of space!), will result in penalties.
-Any chatting that uses foul language, inappropriate themes or graphic images will result in penalties.
-Any chatting that makes fun of another student, forces another student to feel like he/she has to leave,
is insulting, derogatory or discriminatory towards another student or attempts to kick a student off the
server will result in penalties.
Griefing and Accidental Griefing
-Any student caught purposefully griefing another students work (destroying it, making it difficult to
continue building in that space, building inside their space if they have yet to claim ownership of that
area) will be subject to penalties.
- Any student caught attempting to add mods to the server will be subject to penalties. If you think the
site would benefit from a specific mod, talk to the admins.
-Please remember students of different levels will be on this server. Some may have difficulty
claiming ownership of land. If you find any constructed buildings please DO NOT destroy them. They
may be another student's project.
Failure to Report
-Any student that was an active part of OR a bystander to any form of rule-breaking and fails to report
it to the administrators will also receive a penalty.
-Any reports should be made out to info@digitaldragon.co or in person to an administrator and should
include: time, location, infraction and students involved. Taking a screenshot would be helpful to the
administrators as well.
Notes on Administration
For Students
This server may be utilized for class as well as your own personal builds. It gives you an
online location that you can access from any computer at any time. It does however come with
some responsibility. Please realize that administrators can check chat logs that specifically tell
us exactly what you said/wrote as well as image logs that tell us what you built/did. Please keep

our trust by playing nicely and having fun building with your friends.
Penalties will NOT be given for students that are experiencing other people's completed,
ownership claimed builds and who set off any redstone device: tripwires, dispensers, TNT,
pressure plates, levers, buttons etc. We encourage students to explore each others work and see
how their friends built the projects. This is only true for ownership claimed, completed builds.
Look for a sign at the front of the build that signifies it is completed. That sign is necessary to
signify you can go in and check it out.
For Parents
Please realize this site will not be actively moderated 24/7. Whilst it will be actively
used for Minecraft classes and checked before Digital Dragon closes for the night, it can not
stop students from bullying one another. Because of this retro-active nature of policing the
server, we have developed the penalty system. If you hear of any bullying please either let one
of the teachers know in person or email info@digitaldragon.co.
Penalties
1st Infraction: 1 week ban from The Land of Digital Dragon
2nd Infraction: 2 week ban from The Land of Digital Dragon
3rd Infraction: Indefinite ban from The Land of Digital Dragon and mandatory meeting with
your parents and the administrators.

Parent's Email: ______________________________________

Minecraft Username: _________________________________
I, ________________________(student's name), do hereby recognize that I have read through
the entirety of this document and am willing to abide by the rules set out by it.

Student's Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _____________________

Parent's Signature: ____________________________________ Date: _____________________

Administrator's Signature: ______________________________ Date: _____________________

